We consider the problem of managing a homogeneous eet of vehicles over time to serve a set of loads, each with a known origin and destination, and a speci ed time window in which they must be served. The problem has been widely studied. The most common formulation is a dynamic network with three types of arcs: revenue generating arcs representing the market demand between two cities at a point in time, empty repositioning arcs, which represent the movement of capacity from one location to the next at a point in time at a positive cost, and inventory arcs, capturing the cost of holding capacity at the same location over time.
The rst published formulation of this problem as a linear network appears to be by White & Bomberault 1969 and White 1972 , although the basic formulation had been well known prior to this time see, for example, Dantzig & Fulkerson 1954 . The work of White and Bomberault focused on presenting specialized algorithms for this model, and said little about the model itself. Magnanti & Simpson 1978 , in an unpublished technical report, give a series of linear programming models, extending the basic dynamic network formulation to handle multiple eet types and time windows for task arcs. An extensive review of these models can be found in Powell, Jaillet & Odoni 1995a.
The formulation and solution of dynamic networks for eet assignment models has received attention in an airline context, but has not proved e ective in large scale eet management problems arising in rail, containers and trucking. These problems involve the routing of tens of thousands of vehicles, serving thousands of tasks per day. The di culty is that tasks representing the movement of freight o ver space and time can be moved within time windows that can range from very narrow to exceptionally wide. We are not aware of any research demonstrating the feasibility of linear programming-based models for these large eet assignment problems with time windows.
Jordan & Turnquist 1983 approach the eet management problem for rail as a nonlinear inventory distribution problem for empty freight cars, and allow for backlogging of unsatis ed demands. Powell 1988 , Frantzeskakis & Powell 1990 , and Powell & Cheung 1994 , show h o w the dynamic eet management problem can be modi ed to handle uncertainty in demand forecasts, but these models require demands to be served in a speci c time period. Powell 1996 shows how eet management problems with time windows can be solved on a rolling-horizon basis, but does not explicitly solve the eet assignment problem with time windows.
classical linear programming formulation, and is then reformulated as a recursive dynamic program. Initial computational results suggested that the approach showed promise, producing solutions that were within four percent of a continuous optimal solution produced by a commercial linear programming solver.
The goal of this paper is to develop more fully the logistics queueing network formulation introduced in Powell et al. 1995b . Although we build on this prior work, the paper is self contained.
The contributions of this paper are as follows: a we i n troduce for the rst time a motivation of the LQN algorithm based on a linear approximation of the dynamic programming formulation; b we provide a new derivation of the gradients used in the optimization; c we present new algorithms for updating the control variables; d we conduct a much more thorough set of computational experiments, which yield insights into the e ect of data characteristics on solution quality; and nally e we show that the version of the LQN algorithm in this paper achieves solutions that are generally within three percent of the optimal solution of the linear programming relaxation. This performance improves with solution size, and degrades when it becomes more tightly constrained. It is also substantially faster than a linear programming solver, and easily handles problems that are substantially larger than those tested here. However, the most important bene t of the approach is the ease with which complex operational details are handled. This paper is organized as follows. Section 1 formulates the problem as an integer program. The linear relaxation is used later to produce a bound on the quality of our solution. Then, section 2 o ers a control theoretic solution approach based on an approximation of a dynamic programming formulation. This approach depends on the use of an estimate of the gradient of the value function in the dynamic program. Section 3 presents an intuitive development of these equations, while a more detailed derivation is given in appendix A. Section 5 provides a complete description of the algorithm, and introduces key variations. Experimental results are described in Section 6 and a summary of the paper is given in Section 7.
Linear Programming Model
This section formulates the eet management problem as an integer program. Later, we use the linear relaxation as a bound on the algorithm that we propose.
We assume that time is divided into a set of discrete instants T = 0 ; 1; : : : ; T where T is the length of the planning horizon.
We present the complete notation for the problem here. Some of this notation is not used until later.
Network variables:
C is the set of terminals i in the network. ij is the travel time between terminal i 2 C and terminal j 2 C . N is the set of nodes i; t; i 2 C , t T , in the dynamic network.
We simplify many of our derivations in this paper by assuming that ij = 1, but all of our results are easily generalized to positive, integer and nite travel times. Activity v ariables:
L is the set of loads l available within the planning horizon T .
L ijt is the set of loads l 2 L with origin i and destination j having t as a feasible departure time.
L it is made of the union of all sets L ijt such that j 2 C . L ijt is the set of loads l with origin i and destination j, which are available to move a t time t and have not been moved at a time prior to time t at a given solution.
L it is made of the union of all sets L ijt for all the destinations j 2 C .
L t is made of the union of all sets L it 0 such that t 0 t. L 0 it is the set of loads l with origin i, where t is the beginning of the time window T l . L f it is the set of loads l with origin i, where t is the end of the time window T l .
R it is the net in ow R it 0 or out ow R it 0 of vehicles at city i at time t.
Normally, w e will assume that R it = 0 for t 1.
V it is the total number of vehicles at node i; t w aiting to be assigned to a load, or moved empty.
3 Parameters T l is the set of feasible departure times for satisfying load l 2 L , otherwise known as the departure time window. r lt is the pro t generated by c hoosing time t to satisfy load l. c ij is the cost of repositioning one vehicle over link i; j; t.
Decision variables:
x lt = 1 if load l is served at time t. z l = 1 if load l is never served within the time window.
y ijt is the numb e r o f v ehicles being repositioned empty along link i; j; t. If i = j, y iit represents the number of vehicles in inventory at terminal i from time t to time t + 1 . w ijt is the total ow o f v ehicles on the dynamic link i; j; t .
The objective function is given by: Our problem consists of maximizing pro ts by assigning up to one vehicle to each load constraints 3 and enforcing conservation on the ow o f v ehicles at each node constraints 4 and 5. This formulation can be regarded as a network problem with GUB side constraints, which are represented by 3.
The purpose of this linear program is to evaluate the quality of the solutions obtained by the LQN approach. To obtain the optimal solution, one needs to solve the linear relaxation and then use branching to nd the optimal integer solution. We limit ourselves to nding the optimal solution of the linear relaxation of this problem. Using branching on a problem with tens of thousands of variables is not practical using current technology. Hane, Barnhart, Johnson, Marsten, Nemhauser & Sigismondi 1994 investigated problems with a similar structure to the ones in this paper but with half as many constraints and variables as our smallest data set. In some cases more than 6; 000 seconds were spent in the branching procedure with customized branching strategies. We formulate large scale, dynamic eet management problems as a Logistics Queueing Network LQN. This formulation easily accomodates arbitrary time windows on loads to be served, and can be modi ed to handle a wide variety of operational issues that may arise in speci c applications. In this paper, we propose a solution approach that decomposes eet management decisions by time and space, using gradient information and control variables to guide the solution toward a global optimum. Each iteration of the algorithm involves a simulation of the dispatching process, after which gradients and control variables are updated to improve the solution. Even using deterministic data, we nd that dynamic problems with long planning horizons exhibit a chaotic property, motivating the use of techniques found in stochastic optimization. Comparisons to solutions produced by a linear programming package suggest that our method will produce solutions within three percent of the global but noninteger optimum, with run times that may b e 10 to 100 times faster.
This formulation ignores other constraints that arise in real-world applications like terminal capacities, load prioritization and labor regulations of the crews assigned to vehicles. It could indeed be extended to allow for several equipment t ypes or loads that use a sequence of links through intermediate terminals from origin to destination. However, we h a ve c hosen the simplest setting, as it already leads to somewhat large linear programs.
2 A control theoretic formulation
What makes the formulation in section 1 so complex is not the presence of the integer variables, but rather the fact that we are trying to solve the problem over an extended planning horizon. In this section, we use a dynamic programming formulation to set up the problem in a control theoretic setting. In this formulation, the pair x t ; y t represents the set of decisions at time t, which is normally referred to as the control vector. Shortly, w e will show that this is not the correct perspective. In addition, the state of our system is given by S t = V t ; L t , which gives the vector of inventories of vehicles at time t, and the set of uncovered tasks at time t.
The problem can be formulated as a dynamic program using the optimality recursion: We h a ve adopted a linear approximation of G t since it is the simplest to estimate and use. An important contribution of this paper is demonstrating that this approach can provide excellent results for certain problem classes. The biggest limitation of linear approximations is that they can be unstable. For this reason, we i n troduce an additional decision variable: u ijt = an upper bound on the ow of empties from i to j at time t We c hoose in our approximation to only limit the ow of empty v ehicles. Loaded vehicles are already limited by market demands. This does not mean that our solution would not bene t from a separate bound on loaded movements, or rede ning u t to apply to the total ow loaded and empty.
One di culty with the use of the upper bound vector u t is that the problem can be potentially infeasible. Normally, these problems are feasible, since we always have the option of doing nothing. For this reason, we i n troduce an additional variableỹ iit which represents ow that is held in a region from node i; t t o n o d e i; t +1 at zero cost. The attraction of this subproblem is that it decomposes by n o d e i; t. For the problems we are considering in this paper homogeneous resources and tasks this subproblem is a simple sort.
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We rank all the options of moving loaded or empty, where the value of a loaded move is given by r lt + j;t+1 where j is the destination of load l, while the value of an empty m o ve to destination j is given by ,c ij + j;t+1 . W e n o w rank all the options, and put as much o w on the options with the highest value. The total ow on a loaded option is bounded by L ijt while empty m o ves are bounded by u ijt .
Given the simplicity of the subproblem, we can think of the optimal solution x t ; y t as being functions of the control variables t and u t . That is, given t ; u t , we can nd x t ; y t . This functional dependence can be expressed as:
After nding x lt and y ijt at a given time t, w e m ust advance the state of our system. This is done using:
We can now state our problem as one of optimizing the control variables t and u t for all points in time t, as follows:
r lt x lt V it ; t+1 ; u it ; L it , X j2C c ij y ijt V it ; t+1 ; u it ; L it subject to 16 -18 and 21 -22.
The challenge at this point is to devise a strategy to update and u so that the solution of the control problem closely matches the global optimization formulation. Since t is an estimate of the slope ofĜ t , the dual associated with the constraint 18 provides us with an estimate of this slope. De ne:
In addition, let + it and , it represent, respectively, the right and left derivatives ofĜ t with respect to V it . In section 5, we show h o w the vector t is used to update both t and u t . Thus, the calculation of t is central to the algorithm. We begin this development in section 3 by developing an appreciation of the dynamics of the problem. Then, section 4 provides an intuitive derivation an estimate of the gradient t a more detailed derivation is given the appendix. After this, section 5 gives a detailed summary of the algorithm.
Understanding the dynamics
Central to the LQN algorithm is understanding the e ect of a perturbation of the vehicle supply vector V t . In the case of eet management problems where the tasks move at predetermined times, the e ect of increasing the supply of vehicles by one unit at a node in the network is well known to be described by a o w augmenting path into a supersink see, for example, Powell 1989. In the presence of time windows, however, the problem is much more complex. This section uses a series of illustrations to communicate the dynamics of eet management problems in the presence of time windows. In doing so, we show that even deterministic problems can exhibit a near chaotic property when time horizons are su ciently long. Later, we use this property to justify the adoption of certain smoothing procedures from stochastic optimization.
Assume that we h a ve a problem de ned by the external supply of vehicles R t and the set of tasks to be covered L t ; t = 0 ; 1; 2; : : : ; T . Let the optimal set of ows be denoted x 0 ; y 0 . Now assume that we solve the problem again, but increment V it by one unit for some node i; t, and let the new set of ows be denoted x 1 ; y 1 . The change in ows x 1 , x 0 ; y 1 , y 0 in the simplest case will be as represented in gure 1. This gure depicts a simple ow augmenting path, giving the e ect of adding one vehicle at terminal i starting at time t, through the rest of the planning horizon. Let p + i; t be the total contribution along this path. This situation will arise only if the incremental unit of ow is used to cover a task`that was not covered in the original solution this will always occur, for example, in problems with no time windows. Let rG t be the actual change where we assume that the task terminates at j one time period later. Now assume that the additional vehicle at node i; t allows us to cover a task`that was otherwise covered at a later time t 0 . This situation is shown in gure 2. Here, we again have the ow augmenting path starting at node i; t, but we also have a di erent set of perturbations created by the removal of task`from the set of tasks to be moved at time t 0 . This change has the e ect of freeing one vehicle at node i; t 0 , and removing a vehicle from node j; t 0 + 1. These two c hanges create ow augmenting and ow decrementing paths out of node i; t. This situation nicely depicts how a c hange in supply of vehicles at time t can change the tasks to be covered at a future time t 0 , which has further downstream impacts on the supply of vehicles at other terminals. where p , j; t 0 + 1 is the cost of the ow decrementing path from j; t 0 + 1. Note that p + i; t will include r`; t , giving the contribution of covering task`at time t. The term in brackets captures the downstream impact from dropping a task from the set of available tasks at time t 0 .
So far, we h a ve been able to estimate global changes exactly. In both these instances we w ere able to provide an exact estimate of the e ect of a change in the supply of vehicles using the left and right derivatives + it and , it . N o w consider the situation depicted in gure 3. Here we h a ve a n intersection of two paths at terminal k at time t 00 . Let p + i; t; k;t 00 be the cost of a ow augmenting path from i; t t o k;t 00 , and let p , i; t; k;t 00 be the corresponding ow decrementing path. If the ow augmenting path out of i; t passes through k;t 00 , then clearly: Thus, our estimate of the gradient is neither an upper or lower bound on the actual change in the objective function. But empirically it does seem to be a good approximation.
The examples just presented o er fairly simple interactions of ows. We see that the presence of time windows on tasks can create complex downstream e ects when the supply of vehicles is changed. An increase in supply of vehicles at any node can result in a task sliding to a later departure time, while a reduction in supply can push tasks to an earlier departure time. Any sliding of a task in turn can create a cascading of downstream changes in ows. Figure 5 attempts to illustrate a more complex set of interactions. In a large network, the e ect of a single perturbation in supply early in the simulation can produce a nearly chaotic impact on downstream activities, complicating the problem of accurately estimating the e ect of a change in ows. We believe this behavior is characteristic of this class of dynamic systems, and we h a ve used it to simplify our algorithm in the belief that it is virtually impossible, in any realistic setting, to accurately estimate these downstream impacts.
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The gradients
In this section, we draw on the intuition provided in section 3 to develop expressions for the right derivative + it , de ned as:
Our goal is to use + t to build an estimate of t in equation 11. As in the previous section, our derivation is somewhat intuitive. Appendix A gives a more precise development of the expressions given here.
The basic calculation
Assume that instead of di erentiating G t V t , we di erentiateĜ t V t in equation 14. In this case, we obtain an approximate gradient: 
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The numerical experiments in this paper use equation 37, since it produced the best results. However, the original approximation for given in equation 36 is much simpler, and may prove adequate for many applications.
Smoothing
At each iteration n, w e obtain a new set of ows x n t ; y n t , new vehicle inventories V n t , and a new set of gradients n t . As pointed out in section 3, even a small change in an early time period can be magni ed into larger changes in later time periods. As a result, we expect the estimates n t to bounce around considerably. F or this reason, we smooth the estimates using:
where n , 0 n 1, is a smoothing factor that must be chosen experimentally. W e n o w propose to use, at iteration n in the algorithm: n t = n t for the linear approximation in 9. We also use n t in equation 36 to compute n t . Our solution algorithm closely mimics that used in stochastic optimization see, for example, Ermoliev 1988 , Gupal & Bazhenov 1972 . While our problem is not stochastic, the dynamics of the problem impart a stochastic avor, since the downstream e ects of changes can be highly complex and di cult to predict. Of course, real problems are stochastic, and it is useful that our algorithm can be used for stochastic problems with almost no changes.
Variations
Our estimate of the gradient is based on an expression for the derivative o f G t V t as a function of V t . However, there is more changing from one iteration to the next than simply V t . Our approximation G t depends on t and t , both of which n o w depend on n , which also changes from one iteration to the next. As a result, while we are trying to estimate the e ect of changes in V t , w e are also changing and which impacts the change in the objective function from one iteration to the next. We do not make an explicit attempt at estimating the change inĜ t V t due to changes in t , but strategies can be developed which incorporate these e ects.
Changes in t+1 can be captured through their impact on the ows x t and y t , which in turn is measured through the di erence variables X t and Y t we drop the superscript designations X + and Y + for simplicity here. Originally, X t ; Y t w ere calculated using the di erence between a solution where V Compute the marginal value of a vehicle at node i; t according the gradient computation derived in the previous section, i.e., look at the marginal value of a vehicle in the current solution at node i; t. In order to compute We call these procedures SUBG1, SUBG2 and SUBG3 respectively. The indicator variables X , and Y , to compute , it are adapted in the same fashion. It is important to observe that methods SUBG2 and SUBG3 both require knowledge of n+1 t+1 in order to calculate n+1 t . These calculations can only be done in a backward pass that starts at time t = T and progresses back t o t = 0. Backward propagation of derivative information is common in dynamic systems and is expected to provide better answers. However, the backward pass is more complex to implement.
The LQN Algorithm
The LQN algorithm is summarized in gure 6. t , which i n volves little more than solving a series of simple sorts. The strength of this procedure is that its sheer simplicity makes it relatively easy to add a number of operational issues. For example, if the real problem is stochastic, it is relatively simple to sample any random variables, such as random demands or travel times. If the application is simulating the movements of containers that need to move b y train or ship on a xed schedule, it is easy to re ect the fact that certain containers can only depart at certain points in time.
The backward pass
The backward pass executes one of the procedures SUBG1, SUBG2 or SUBG3, starting at the end of the horizon and working backward. . Let`n be the corresponding element, which might b e i; j; t + or i; j; t , . So, if`n = i; j; t + , then w n = + ijt . N o w, let M = f`n; n = 1 ; 2; : : : ; M ; w n 0g be the highest-valued M elements. We increase or decrease u ijt ; i; j; t 2 M by one, depending on whether`n = i; j; t + or`n = i; j; t , .
The second strategy is to take a gradient step SS in the steepest ascent direction. Let ! n represent the gradient v ector in iteration n. The control vector for iteration n + 1 is updated by
where the step size s n is computed by
where n is a coe cient for which w e h a ve c hosen the initial value 1 = 0 :5 and is halved whenever ve iterations are done without improvement in the objective function. F u n and F l n are upper and lower bounds on the objective function. We use the optimal value of the linear relaxation of the problem as F u n . A s w e h a ve solved the relaxation to optimality, that number is readily available. In real world applications, we recommend two procedures to come up with an upper bound on the objective function. One can add up the pro t of all loads in the problem. This should be a fairly tight bound in problems found in practice. It is possible to obtain a tighter bound resorting to a network problem where nodes are terminals, links represent loaded and empty m o ves and the total supply of vehicles at each terminal is the in ow at each terminal. Whatever the choice, the value of the parameter 1 must be properly adjusted. We use the best value of F found up to iteration n for F l n . This procedure leads to non-integer values for u. Therefore, the values obtained by using 40 are rounded to the closest integer to be used in the Forward Pass.
Another experimental question is whether we should use n in equations 38 and 39, or 
Numerical experiments
In this section, we try to evaluate the quality of the LQN algorithm in terms of traditional measures such as objective function and execution time. It is important to realize, however, that an important strength of the algorithm is its tremendous exibility. Just the same, it is important to quantify the quality of the solution, and provide a measure of its ability to solve large, realistic problems. Section 6.1 describes a test bank of problems that arise in eet management. These problems are all large enough to be interesting, and small enough to allow us to solve them to optimality using a commercial linear programming solver. Section 6.2 then uses a single base problem to tune the algorithm, determine the best solution strategies and smoothing parameters. Finally, section 6.3 tests the algorithm on the full bank of problems to provide a measure of the performance of the algorithm and its sensitivity to certain characteristics of the datasets.
Experimental design
The data sets we selected for testing are described in table 1. Data set 1 is the standard data set we used to evaluate the algorithmic issues. The loads and the initial distribution of vehicles were randomly generated over a real set of 40 terminals spread across the Eastern United States. We chose 50 cents per mile as the cost of moving empty and 20 cents of pro t per loaded mile. The data generation accounted for the demand imbalances so common in real-world problems by using di erent probability w eights of a terminal being an origin or a destination of a load. 23 described in section 1. Throughout our experiments, the objective function is expressed as a percentage of this optimal linear relaxation. We do not have a n y indication of the size of the gap between the linear relaxation and the optimal integer solution, but we suspect it to be quite small.
Algorithm Selection and Calibration
The algorithmic research questions we posed were:
1. What is the comparative performance of the algorithm when procedures SUBG1, SUBG2 and SUBG3 are employed in the Backward Pass? 2. What is the comparative performance of the coordinate search CS and the gradient step SS when one of these procedures is used to adjust the control vector? Does a combination of both procedures o er an even better performance?
3. Should the control adjustment be performed with the smoothed gradients SBU or the raw ones SAU? 4. What is the best value for the smoothing factor n ?
The vectors u, and had their components initially set to zero. Gradients with a time coordinate beyond the planning horizon, i.e., it for t T are always zero. Our preliminary experiments have shown that smoothing factors n in the lower range do yield better results than high ones. Thus we c hose to show the result of the combination of the procedures described in the previous section for n = 0 :2, n = 0 :4 and n = 0 :6. Whatever the combination of procedures, the objective function has shown to reach somewhat stable values after at most a few hundred iterations. Table 2 shows the best OPT ratio for these values of n obtained when the procedure is run for 600 iterations.
Using the smoothed gradients to perform the upper bound adjustment SBU has systematically yielded better results than using the raw gradients. Meanwhile, when comparing the variations of the Backward Pass, none of the procedures had a clear lead, as it can be seen in table 2. Our conclusion was also based on further investigation that we do not report. We c hose to adopt SUBG1 as the standard Backward Pass procedure for its consistent performance and because the gradient computations used in it are thoroughly derived in Appendix A.
Also from the same Table 2 : OPT ratio for di erent procedures.
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better results than the gradient step SS procedure to adjust the control vector. Figure 7 shows the evolution of the objective function using both control adjustment strategies for n = 0 :2 and n = 0 :6. The gradient step procedure has much better convergence properties. Rather than choosing one procedure over the other, these plots suggest that a better strategy is to start using procedure SS and then switch to CS after several iterations.
The next issue is the choice of smoothing factor. Figure 8 presents the best OPT ratio obtained in 600 iterations by using either the coordinate search or the gradient step procedures to adjust the control vector for values of n such that 0:05 n 0:6. For this plot we h a ve used the procedure we selected for the Backward Pass, SUBG1, and the control adjustment w as performed with the smoothed gradients.
Considering gures 7 and 8 we decided on the following strategy to constrain the number of iterations the algorithm runs. Choose a value for n such that 0:1 n 0:3. Run the algorithm for a xed number of iterations using the gradient step SS procedure for control adjustment. Switch to the coordinate search procedure CS for a xed number of iterations and then exit. We call this the hybrid SS+CS procedure and the iterations using CS are performed with M = 1, i.e., only one upper bound is adjusted per iteration. For our standard data, we c hose n = 0 :15 and ran SS for 50 iterations and CS for 100. We obtained 97:6 of optimality with a CPU time of 103 seconds.
Our second measure of performance is the CPU ratio, which is the ratio between the CPU time for our linear program solver, CPLEX, to reach optimality and the CPU time spent b y our hybrid algorithm to run 150 iterations. Notice, however, that the linear program solver was set to nd the solution of the linear relaxation of the problem. Further computation would be necessary in order to nd integer solutions. The linear program solver took 1798 CPU seconds to reach optimality for the standard data set. Thus, the CPU ratio was 17:5.
In order to validate our restriction on the number of iterations, we h a ve generated ve other data sets shown in table 3. They were generated using the same distributions and parameters used to generate the standard data set. The table shows that the results are similar to those obtained using the standard data set. This table also shows the OPT ratio obtained when using either the CS or the SS procedures alone for 600 iterations. Even though CS returned results that are sometimes slightly better than the hybrid procedure, they were obtained at the expense of much longer computation times. Table 3 : CPU ratio and OPT ratio for data sets similar to the standard data set, obtained by running the hybrid SS+SC procedure corresponding to 150 iterations, and running the SS and CS procedures for 600 iterations each.
Performance Evaluation
We n o w concentrate on the research questions related to the characteristics of the data sets. Basically, w e h a ve t o l o o k a t h o w the following a ect the OPT ratio, the CPU ratio, the convergence of the hybrid SS+CS method and the optimal range of n :
1. Number of loads per time period.
2. Ratio of number of vehicles per load per day in the system. The rst three factors are determined by the application. The size of the time period and the planning horizon must be chosen by the modeler.
The linear program for the standard data set has around 28; 000 variables and 12; 000 constraints. The largest linear program amongst all the data sets is the one for data set 7. It has almost 100; 000 variables and 32; 000 constraints.
We h a ve adapted the procedure for the standard data set the following way when the parameters of the problem vary. After running 50 iterations using SS as the control adjustment procedure, we still run 100 iterations using the CS procedure. However, the number of upper bounds adjusted per iteration using CS varies according to the number of loads in the system. For each additional 2000 loads in the system, we adjust one more upper bound per iteration when using the CS procedure. The LQN approach becomes considerably faster than the linear program solver when the number of loads increases. The solutions using the LQN approach also improve on the bigger problems.
If the number of vehicles in the network increases, the problems become less tightly constrained. This has an impact on the CPU times for both the LQN approach and the linear solver, as it can be seen in table 5. For the data sets in this table we also present the rejection rate of loads, i.e., the percentage of loads that were not assigned a vehicle at any time within the planning horizon. This is an indication of how the LQN approach w ould perform in practice on applications that have similar load rejection rates. The LQN approach fails to return solutions close to optimal when the number of vehicles decreases. However, very tightly constrained problems are unlikely to be found Table 5 : Performance of problems with di erent n umb e r o f v ehicles and the percentage of loads rejected in each one.
in practice.
The CPU time to get to the optimal solution using a linear solver heavily depends on the average size of the departure time window. The results in table 6 indicate that an increase in the time window size does not harm the quality of the solution obtained using the LQN approach. Data set 18 is a special case because it reduces to a pure network problem, as each load has only one possible departure time. Further investigation into the behavior of the OPT ratio on problems with zero width time windows was performed. It has indicated that the strategy we selected in section 6.2 using the standard data set is not the best LQN strategy to nd a good solution for these problems. However, network algorithms can be used to nd the optimal solution for this class of problems much faster than our suboptimal strategy.
Choosing an appropriate time period is usually a compromise between having the time coordinate discrete enough to make the model useful and keeping the problem within a reasonable size. Notice that by c hanging the size of the time period, the optimal solution of the linear program also changes. Too coarse a time discretization may not provide usable decisions. Halving the size of the time period implies having twice as many time periods in the problem. Table 7 : Performance of problems with di erent time period sizes.
likely to increase the computation times substantially. F or the LQN approach, there are twice as many local problems to solve and twice as many gradients to compute, and therefore computation time is likely to double, at the most. But as it can be seen in table 7, the CPU time increases at a sublinear rate, because each local problem becomes simpler to solve as the same number of loads dilutes across a larger number of local problems. This table also indicates that smaller time periods tend to worsen the solution quality.
The LQN algorithm is sensitive to the choice of the planning horizon. A poorly appreciated fact is that optimal solutions for time-staged problems grow dramatically with the length of the planning horizon. The speed of the LQN algorithm relative to the optimal solution increases dramatically as the planning horizon increases, as is shown in table 8. At the same time, the solution quality produced by the LQN algorithm degrades relative to the optimal solution. We suspect that in a problem with stochastic data re ecting forecasting uncertainties that the LQN methodology will produce better solutions relative to the deterministic optimal solution. However, on a deterministic problem with deterministic data, as we h a ve in this paper, an optimal solution can see" into the future more accurately than our linear approximation of the value function. Table 8 : Performance of problems with di erent planning horizons.
Discussion
We h a ve produced a strategy that generates integer solutions that are within 2.5 of optimality for dynamic eet management problems typically found in practice. Furthermore, our strategy is able to generate these solutions in a fraction of the time a linear programming solver takes to nd the optimal solution of linear relaxation of the problem.
Besides the fact that it generates integer solutions, there are clear advantages to the LQN approach. It allows for considering several real-world details that cannot be modeled into a linear program, such as labor regulations and load priorities. These constraints can be taken into account when solving the local problem, adding little overhead to solving the problems with the simplifying assumptions we h a ve used throughout this paper.
It is possible to use the LQN approach to add a component of global control to local decisions. The actual decisions can be implemented exactly the way the forward pass has recommended or the gradients computed in the backward pass can be used to implement decisions slightly di erently. T ransportation networks are often set as decentralized decision environments and there exist constraints only known by the actual decision maker at each terminal. The LQN approach mimics a decentralized decision environment.
The LQN approach has not performed very well on problems that reduce to a pure network. These problems can be solved with specialized algorithms at a fraction of time our gradient procedure would take. However, these problems tend to appear in eet management only when assumptions have o ver-simpli ed the real problem.
Rather than de ning values for the smoothing factor n and setting a de nite answer on what is the best strategy for all ranges of problems, Section 6 must be regarded as a guide to calibrating the methodology for those applying it to a speci c environment. The resulting strategy may v ary according to several parameters of the problem, such as the ratio between pro t on a load and cost of moving empty. It also may v ary depending on how i m balanced or dense the network is.
Further research m ust concentrate on improving the quality of the solutions obtained using the LQN approach. The performance of the technique must also be evaluated on a rolling horizon basis in order to validate its implementation in a real time environment. This approach can be adapted to solve other dynamic resource problems like for example machine scheduling and air tra c control.
In other words, removing the load to the set of tasks at time t 0 has no impact on the system, because load l is never served.
Case 2: There exists some time t 00 t 0 such that x lt 00 = 1. The removal of load l from the queue results in this variable dropping to zero. Let i be the origin and j the destination terminal for load l. Then: The decrease in x l;t 00 a ects the current solution only at time period t 00 or at later time periods. Therefore: Based on arguments presented in section 3, we can develop the following expression: @G t 00V t 00; L t 00 @x , lt 00 = r lt 00 , + it 00 + , j;t 00 +1 Section 4 illustrated that the expression is neither an upper or lower bound on the actual gradient. We propose, however, to use it as an approximation. 
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V it varies in integer units and G t V it ; L is a piecewise linear function. Therefore we can compute the right and left directional derivatives of G t by using a nite di erence. We begin by rst computing the right directional derivative,
